THE NERON MODEL FOR FAMILIES OF INTERMEDIATE JACOBIANS ACQUIRING ^ALGEBRAIC" SINGULARITIES
by HERBERT CLEMENS
i. Introduction
Let V be an irreducible complex projective manifold of dimension 2m -i. Let {^Jaes be an algebraic family of algebraic (m -i)-cycles on V whose members Zg are all homologically equivalent. In Appendix A of his paper " Periods of integrals on algebraic manifolds. III 9? ([G] $ p. 165), P. Griffiths defines an analytic map, called the Abel-Jacobi homomorphism (
1.1) S-^J(V).
r-FwjHpm-l/y. Q-p
Here J(V) ==-----------is the Jacobian variety of V, and (1.1) is defined
Him-lC^ Z) by picking a basepoint SQ e S and sending f\ f \ r(I -2 ) ^L-Jz,.
Next let X be a complex projective manifold of dimension 2m, let A be the unit disc, and let everywhere of maximal rank. We make no assumptions about properness of (1.5) or connectivity of fibres. Let /* -.A* = (A -{o}) be the bundle of complex tori over the punctured disc whose fibre over t is J(V,). Then for every section T: A -> y of (1.5) there is a commutative diagram of proper morphisms V ^ /* (1.6) defined fibrewise by (i. 2) with ^ = r(f). The point of this paper is to complete (1.6) to a commutative diagram
where / is obtained from </* by filling in over t = o with a commutative complex Lie group. The complex Lie group in question is the fibre over t = o of an analytic analogue of the Neron minimal model.
We will be able to carry out this program only after putting some severe restrictions on the family (1.3). We devote the rest of the introduction to explaining these restrictions.
Let ^=^({QxV,) and (1.8) (A: y-*^A*.
We pull-back the bundle (1.8) via the universal covering map
to obtain ^ : "^ -> S.
Abusing notation we write
whenever t = ^. The derived bundles R^_^ (Z) (-i, -i) . In fact in this situation which " comes from geometry ", we have that N-: H^W^.^Wî s an isomorphism over Q^. Our second major assumption is:
The Hodge structure of weight 2m on H^Wg^.i induced by (1.10) is of pure type (m, m).
Finally we make an assumption which is not essential but will simplify the exposition: (1.12) All of H is smooth and meets the fibre over zero transversely.
In ([G 1 ]; p. 245), we explicitly construct an action of the semigroup [o, i] x R on the resolved ambient space which is equivariant with the action
It is easy to see that this action can be defined so as to respect Z since it is constructed first locally and then pieced together via fixations which can be constructed to be compatible with Z.
As before, let
and take, for some fixed u^, a (2w -i)-chain ^ such that
For ( 1^; C). Since the Poincar^ duals of the invariant cocycles are the invariant cycles, the lemma is proved.
Next let <o(^) be a section of the canonical prolongation of Proof. -The idea of the proof is to make the integrals in question into period functions, i.e. integrals over cycles, for some two-parameter family of varieties. Let X as in (1.3) denote the ambient variety for the family {V^} and let U< cX, ^eA, be an analytic family of very ample hypersurfaces such that: i) if t + o, U( is smooth and meets V^ transversely, ii) Z^(U,nV<); iii) Z, is homologous to zero in U^.
That such TJ( exist is an application of the results of [K] . (See the Columbia University Thesis of Spencer Bloch, 1971, pp. 9-10.) If we choose the family TJ( sufficiently amply, there will be a two-parameter family W^, (^)EAXA, of hypersurfaces in X such that: i) W(( (.) is smooth and irreducible for (^, t') e A* x A*, ii) W,;o)=U,uV,. is well-defined and so also bounded at t == o and the lemma is proved.
( 1 ) For a more complete discussion of this point, see the Appendix.
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The Neron model
Recall that in § i we defined So it easy to see that there is a splitting of H(
3.3) Hz=L®ECEŝ
uch that E®Eyan == E^y, and the intersection pairing is unimodular on L€)Eâ nd on E, and these two symplectic modules are orthogonal. Furthermore we can adjust the definition of L so that L is totally isotropic.
Let {9,} be a basis for E^n satisfying (1.12). Let {8^, e/}?=i be a symplectic basis for E and let {Xj c L be such that {Xp <pj}jLi is a symplectic basis for L©E^. The Riemann relations imply that if {o\(^), ^,)} is a framing of P'R^'^C) for (JL as in (1.8), then the matrix
is invertible for each t =t= o. So we can normalize the choice of the framing to make (3.4) be the identity matrix for each t 4= o. (Notice that the matrix (3.4) is well-defined as a function of t since the cycles ^ and e^ are invariant.) Now if <( * " denotes Poincar^ dual, we can write any framing {<x)^), ^(t)} of pnH^-^V^; C) for t=^ as Also, the fact that F^ n W^_i induces a Hodge structure on E* implies that all entries in (3-5) ") are bounded and therefore holomorphic functions of t at (== o. So we can rewrite (3.5) as follows: From (3.9) and the characterization of the canonical prolongation in ( [Z] ; p. 189), one concludes that the framing (3.9) of is in fact a framing defining the canonical prolongation of Deligne. Therefore Lemma (2.6) applies to the families of differentials {^(f), •»)&(<)}. Also if we use the dual basis to (3.9) to frame the dual bundle to (3 10) then the "Jacobian bundle"
•-^A* 13 in (1.6) can be described as the bundle whose fibre over t is obtained by dividing the affine space C 1 " 4 ' 8 by the lattice generated by the columns of the matrix
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where, as always, u = -. log t. Let
2TCZ
(3.11) ^'^A be the analytic fibration obtained by filling in over t == o with the quotient of C^8 by the partial lattice generated by the columns of
The fact that these columns are indeed independent over R follows from the fact that [I("y]^(o))] is the period matrix for the Hodge structure of weight 2m -i on ^2m-il^2m-2 in ^e asymptotic mixed Hodge structure.) The fibration (3.11)
is as in ( [Z] ; p. 191). Our next step is to enlarge the fibre over t == o in (3.11) as is done in the construction of the Neron model associated to the degeneration of a family of abelian varieties. The purpose is the same, namely, so that the sections of /* -^ A* considered in S 2 f^jro extend over t = o.
To accomplish this we refer to (3.3) and define (3.13) L={XeL@)Q^:X has integral intersection number with each element of N^L}.
Then the group L/L is naturally the dual of the group Ey^/N,L and so has order equal to det(w,.) where (Wy) is the non-degenerate symmetric matrix in (3.6). Furthermore the natural map
Since each element X e L is a section of R^_^(QJ which is invariant modulo elements of Ram-i^^)?
h g^^ a well-defined section
'-Such a section is zero if and only if X e L. Thus we have an isomorphism of L/L with a group of sections (3.15). From now on we will denote this group simply as (3.16) ^.
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We are now ready to define the Neron model associated to the degeneration (3.17) r-^ô f complex tori. We take \ < S\ copies of^'n^s.n) and index them by the elements of < S. We identify a point x in the fibre of ^ over t 4= o with a point y in the fibre of ^ over the same t if and only if is a well-defined section of (3.19) which extends over t = o. In fact (3.21) gives a section of (3.19) which passes through the same component of Jo that f does, th^t J x is, the component given by g = .
• , j /Ŝ o now suppose we have an analytic family of algebraic (m-i)-cycles Notice that W/< Q\ = V^ u U<, the union of two smooth manifolds meeting transversely. So (N') 2 = o, in fact, the topological part of our analysis in § 3 applies to the onevariable degeneration
We want to apply the Gattini-Kaplan-Schmid theory of asymptotic mixed Hodge structures to the two-parameter family (A. 3). This theory says, first of all, that K 32 has a mixed Hodge structure whose weight filtration is defined by the nilpotent endomorphism N + N', and whose Hodge filtration is given by A.5j ^3 -(^g^)®^) nKT he filtrations on H z ® C induced by the weight and Hodge filtrations on K 21 ® C define a mixed Hodge structure on (A. 5) which is isomorphic to (the mixed Hodge structure on) (A.6) H^OGĤ ere H z has the mixed Hodge structure in (i .8)-(i .11), and G z has the asymptotic mixed Hodge structure for the family {U^}^^ constructed in the proof of Lemma (2.6). Now let 9, * and s? be as in (3.5). These are flat, N-invariant sections of {H3(V()z}(eA* ^d can be extended to flat sections of (A. 3) which are both N and N' invariant. We compute the limit (A. 4) in two steps, first letting t' go to zero and then letting t go to zero. As in § 3, we see that after the first step, the vector space Therefore there is a framing co(^) of L( which extends to a partial framing co(^ t') of the canonical prolongation of (A. 2). These are the differentials which occur in the proof of Lemma (2.6).
The differentials by the fact that they are dual to the basis {9,}, {s^} of F^We^0))*. More precisely, these differentials map isomorphically to a framing of L( under the natural morphism of mixed Hodge structures H 3^ u U() -> (asymptotic mixed Hodge structure for the family (A. 9)).
For r^ as in (A. i), cTy is algebraic so that the integral (A. i) will occur as the coefficient of an algebraic basis element of (i.n.geN-)^-"'ty^'. . § 3 {hyperplane section} So if we change the framing co(^) by an element of F^imageN')®^, the value of the coefficient is unchanged. 
